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on account of the ravages of malaria -which it causes.
The rice is husked by extremely primitive processes,
which break the grain to a great extent; when it is mar-
keted it is not free from other seeds and stones. This
diminishes its commercial value, despite its excellent
quality, which make it inherently the superior of the "best
varieties of Egyptian and Indian rice.
Three systems of exploitation are in use in Turkey,
(a) direct cultivation, {&) working on shares, (c) rent-
ing. Direct cultivation is practiced the most. The
reason for this is that in Asia Minor agricultural prop-
erty is divided ad mfinituw. The peasant is the owner
of one or several fields which he cultivates with the help
of his family. The total extent of these fields varies
between 20 and 1000 dunams, with an average of 150
dunams. (The dzmani is a unit of surface equal to
about a quarter-acre.) These fields are seldom held by
a single tenant. The greater part of these peasant pro-
prietors are grouped in villages (karies], having each a
mayor (mukhtar] and its council of ancients (ehtiar-
mejlissi). Each village has within its official limits
(in addition to the cultivated fields) a market place
(pazar-yeri), a threshing floor (Tiarman-yeri), a meadow
for pasturage; and sometimes a forest of greater or less
extent (kori) in which the villagers provide themselves
with firewood, charcoal, and lumber. These different
village proprietors, common to all inhabitants, consti-
tute the metruJtated lands.
The large properties, or chiftliks, of an extent of
from 2000 to 20,000 hectares and more, are found chiefly
in the vilayets of Constantinople, Angora, Brusa, Aidin
and Smyrna. They are generally held by a single tenant,
and only a small portion is put under cultivation. A
small number of these large farms are in the hands of
proprietors with progressive ideas who have obtained
appreciable results by a better preparation of the soil,

